Dear Anders Fogh Rasmussen,

Congratulations on your "victory" - and best of luck as Prime Minister!

Denmark is compared to our neighboring countries "behind" in many areas, so there are many tasks to be solved - and our association will ask you which one of the first to address the "infralydsagen".

Instead of solving the problem, because it was "a small task," ignoring both Poul Nyrup Rasmussen, Svend Auken - and all health ministers and others the increasing noise pollution from decentralized gas-fired cogeneration - CHP plants - and windmills.

This means that today we have a rapidly increasing pollution of the infra-sounds that destroy our health - and causes countless people moving / fleeing haphazardly - to get away from the piercing deep sounds that no earmuffs - or lydiso - lering - can exclude.

The Environment Agency is Mr Jørgen Jakobsen, and reject everything that has to do with it. As shown in the attached, he reads even the letters coming. As Peter Thorup wrote, you might as well instead of having Jørgen Jakobsen employed, have a machine to answer:
"We do not, we do not hear, we think not."

Peter Thorup had written to the Environmental Protection Agency with important information on how to Thisted CHP removed the rumble - pathogenic sound, since it can be done both simply and inexpensively. It would be an invaluable aid to other plants, which due lack of technical knowledge is not sufficient infrasound and / or vibration - but George Jacob late in the Environmental Protection Agency Peter Thorup simply refers to the municipality if he is bothered by noise.

Peter Thorup's comment "Go 'da' man - ax handle" is very apt. It is the treatment that EPA allows anyone who addresses the annoying infrasound.
According to "The European Court of Human Rights" is a good night's sleep a human right.

In Hedensted recognizes this right by turning off the power plant at night, but in most municipalities, reference is complaints to the Environmental Protection Agency, which then refers to municipalities ¬ ne, having regard to the Environmental Protection Agency ... etc. - How has this forureningssag now been thrown back and forth for years.

NOW That's enough!
-----------------------

I only know 3 people who have committed suicide because they could no longer endure the dreadful rumble that feels like torture, but I am very afraid that I will soon know for 4 people.
No. 4 is hereby yours - and your government - responsibility.

Will these insane conditions are not changed, it will soon be impossible for people with good hearing to stay in Denmark.

I enclose a couple of letters, of which you can see how, according to Environmental Protection Agency will be for approx. 150 to 200,000 people living in Denmark. 2000 of them have already turned to me, some of them CHILDREN who can not care for their school because of lack of sleep.

Denmark adopted in dazzling simplicity to the stick the country with plants - and windmills without knowing that people can hear infra ¬ sound. A sound that almost unhindered go through everything - and easily move over distances of 100 km. People need to take sleeping pills, nerve pills and Prozac to cope with life in this lydhelvede. Many are being hypnotized, so they can not hear the sound. Hyp ¬ notisører say they are not happy with the solution because infra sound anyway affect the person.

"The Sound", this pollution is about, you can hear in the infra ¬ sound room at Aalborg University. Listen for example. merely for 10 min. at 18 Hz and 16 Hz: It is not a "normal noise", but an almost physical pain that goes into the body.

It can only be described as grotesque that you ask an 80-year-old lady with a bad heart to run around at night and "find the truck that keeps the engine idling." Infra sound CAN NOT be nondirectional - and she can search within a radius of 100 km.
Everywhere in Denmark complaints people over the sound of a "truck idling." Pregnant women have turned to tell that the sound goes into their body and affect the unborn child - and by "blind test" has found that babies can not sleep when the sound that most sites will vary in strength, is powerful. Private sound measurement shows that the sound is strongest at night - and private sound measurement shows that the sound comes from thermal plants.

Some municipalities have sound measurement of the complainants, who are told that the sound according to the EPA briefing No. 9/1997 do not exceed the allowable limit.

I wonder that Hans Christian Schmidt as mil ¬ Minister for the Environment has "forgotten" the pollution himself in 1997 called SERIOUS - and later in 1998 requested a hearing on.

Engineers back in the '70s helped to design the decentralized (perhaps rather degenerate) CHP has contacted me to agree with me that were not taken into account infra sound.

As seen from my letter to Hans Christian Schmidt, I stop as president of our association, but I will not stop my fight against this horrible pollution that destroys both humans and animals.

I will instead give a lecture on the case - and asking you for ¬ count me how my lecture to end. Should I ¬ count that our new government, like the "old" stick your head in the sand and prefer plants and wind turbines rather than man - or should I say that we finally have a strong government that will remove infralydforureningen by example. eliminating the foolish orientation No. 9/1997, which can only be ¬ drawn as "a crime against the entire Danish population."

Sincerely

Solveig Odderskov.
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